Scala vestibuli pressure and three-dimensional stapes velocity measured in direct succession in gerbil.
It was shown that the mode of vibration of the stapes has a predominant piston component but rotations producing tilt of the footplate are also present. Tilt and piston components vary with frequency. Separately it was shown that the pressure gain between ear canal and scala vestibuli was a remarkably flat and smooth function of frequency. Is tilt functional contributing to the pressure in the scala vestibuli and helping in smoothing the pressure gain? In experiments on gerbil the pressure in the scala vestibuli directly behind the footplate was measured while recording simultaneously the pressure produced by the sound source in the ear canal. Successively the three-dimensional motion of the stapes was measured in the same animal. Combining the vibration measurements with an anatomical shape measurement from a micro-CT (CT: computed tomography) scan the piston-like motion and the tilt of the footplate was calculated and correlated to the corresponding scala vestibuli pressure curves. No evidence was found for the hypothesis that dips in the piston velocity are filled by peaks in tilt in a systematic way to produce a smooth middle ear pressure gain function. The present data allowed calculations of the individual cochlear input impedances.